SEN LIVE SPORT GUIDE

All times AEST (UTC +10)
VIC: 1116 SEN, SEN 3, SEN Track VIC (Melbourne 1377AM)
SA: 1629 SEN SA, 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
WA: SEN WA, SEN Track WA (Perth 657AM)
NSW: SEN Track NSW (Wollongong 1575AM, Gosford 801AM)
QLD: SEN Track QLD (Atherton 99.1FM, Ingham 96.9FM)

Thursday 7th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 10:00am-10:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 10:00am

Friday 8th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 11:00am-10:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 11:00am
SEN LIVE SPORT GUIDE
All times AEST (UTC +10)
VIC:  1116 SEN, SEN 3, SEN Track VIC (Melbourne 1377AM)
SA:   1629 SEN SA, 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
WA:   SEN WA, SEN Track WA (Perth 657AM)
NSW:  SEN WA, SEN Track NSW (Wollongong 1575AM, Gosford 801AM)
QLD:  SEN Track QLD (Atherton 99.1FM, Ingham 96.9FM)

Saturday 9th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage (full coverage)
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

SEN Track race coverage (from 1pm)
- 1116 SEN
- SEN 3
- 1629 SEN SA
- 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
- SEN WA

Broadcast time: 9:00am-10:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 9:00am

Sunday 10th May 2020

Sunday Brunch (11am-1pm) + SEN Track race coverage
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham
- 1116 SEN
- SEN 3
- 1629 SEN SA
- 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
- SEN WA

Broadcast time: 10:00am-6:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 10:00am
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Last updated: 10:10pm, Wednesday 6th May 2020
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All times AEST (UTC +10)
VIC:  1116 SEN, SEN 3, SEN Track VIC (Melbourne 1377AM)
SA:   1629 SEN SA, 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
WA:   SEN WA, SEN Track WA (Perth 657AM)
NSW:  SEN Track NSW (Wollongong 1575AM, Gosford 801AM)
QLD:  SEN Track QLD (Atherton 99.1FM, Ingham 96.9FM)

Monday 11th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage (full coverage)
-  1377 AM in Melbourne
-   657AM in Perth
-  1575AM in Wollongong
-   801AM in Gosford
-   99.1FM in Atherton
-   96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 11:00am-6:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 10:00am

Tuesday 12th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage
-  1377 AM in Melbourne
-   657AM in Perth
-  1575AM in Wollongong
-   801AM in Gosford
-   99.1FM in Atherton
-   96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 11:00am-6:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 10:00am

Wednesday 13th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage
-  1377 AM in Melbourne
-   657AM in Perth
-  1575AM in Wollongong
-   801AM in Gosford
-   99.1FM in Atherton
-   96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 11:00am-6:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 11:00am
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Last updated: 10:10pm, Wednesday 6th May 2020
SEN LIVE SPORT GUIDE

All times AEST (UTC +10)

VIC: 1116 SEN, SEN 3, SEN Track VIC (Melbourne 1377AM)
SA: 1629 SEN SA, 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
WA: SEN WA, SEN Track WA (Perth 657AM)
NSW: SEN Track NSW (Wollongong 1575AM, Gosford 801AM)
QLD: SEN Track QLD (Atherton 99.1FM, Ingham 96.9FM)

Thursday 14th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 10:00am-10:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 10:00am

Friday 15th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 11:00am-10:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 11:00am
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SEN LIVE SPORT GUIDE

All times AEST (UTC +10)

VIC:  1116 SEN, SEN 3, SEN Track VIC (Melbourne 1377AM)
SA:  1629 SEN SA, 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
WA:  SEN WA, SEN Track WA (Perth 657AM)
NSW: SEN Track NSW (Wollongong 1575AM, Gosford 801AM)
QLD: SEN Track QLD (Atherton 99.1FM, Ingham 96.9FM)

Saturday 16th May 2020

SEN Track race coverage (full coverage)
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

SEN Track race coverage (from 1pm)
- 1116 SEN
- SEN 3
- 1629 SEN SA
- 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
- SEN WA

Broadcast time: 9:00am-10:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 9:00am

Sunday 17th May 2020

Sunday Brunch (11am-1pm) + SEN Track race coverage
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham
- 1116 SEN
- SEN 3
- 1629 SEN SA
- 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
- SEN WA

Broadcast time: 10:00am-6:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 10:00am
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SEN LIVE SPORT GUIDE
All times AEST (UTC +10)
VIC:  1116 SEN, SEN 3, SEN Track VIC (Melbourne 1377AM)
SA:   1629 SEN SA, 1629 SEN Mt Gambier
WA:   SEN WA, SEN Track WA (Perth 657AM)
NSW:  SEN Track NSW (Wollongong 1575AM, Gosford 801AM)
QLD:  SEN Track QLD (Atherton 99.1FM, Ingham 96.9FM)

Monday 18th May 2020
SEN Track race coverage (full coverage)
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 11:00am-6:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 10:00am

Tuesday 19th May 2020
SEN Track race coverage
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 11:00am-6:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 10:00am

Wednesday 20th May 2020
SEN Track race coverage
- 1377 AM in Melbourne
- 657AM in Perth
- 1575AM in Wollongong
- 801AM in Gosford
- 99.1FM in Atherton
- 96.9FM in Ingham

Broadcast time: 11:00am-6:00pm
Scheduled start of play: 11:00am

First published:  Wednesday 29th April 2020
Last updated:  10:10pm,  Wednesday 6th May 2020